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A longtime white friend phoned me to talk him down from the cliff. He is concerned about
how the new racial hatred dominating our country will impact his grand-kids. For the first
time, he and his wife believe they should purchase a gun for home protection. This
headline confirms my friend’s instinct to arm himself to protect his family. “BEWARE:
The Woke Mob is Targeting You Next, Small-Town America.”
My friend also confided that he is feeling racial resentment he has never felt before. I told
him racial hatred and division is exactly what leftists hope to achieve with their Black
Lives Matter hysteria.
Mary and I are an interracial couple married for over 40 years. A white millennial family
member absurdly believes she is showing respect for me by being a strong advocate for
BLM. My response is bending over and grabbing your ankles and kneeling in worship to
an anti-American racist hate group disturbs me. I love my country. America is the
greatest land of opportunity on the planet for all who choose to pursue their dreams. The
BLM movement has nothing, I repeat nothing, to do with empowering blacks. Leftists are
exploiting blacks as useful idiots to implement their transformation of America away from
the divinely inspired vision of our Founding Fathers.
For decades, public education, Hollywood, Democrats and fake news media have
infected youths with a poisonous lie that America is a hellhole of racism and the greatest
source of evil on the planet. Our passivity allowed leftists to transform our kids into their
social-justice army of anarchists.
What we are experiencing across America is leftists’ frustration over their inability to
remove Donald J. Trump from the White House. After a long list of failed schemes to
remove him, leftists say, “Screw you America! We’re cutting to the chase. We’re forcibly
transforming your country into a Communist nation by using violence, shaming, whiteguilt and unconstitutional decrees. And there’s nothing you can do to stop us!”

Boldly, the co-founder of the BLM Global Network vows to make Trump resign
before the November election. Lord knows what violence BLM will unleash upon We
the People to force Trump out.
Leftist governors and mayors are tripling down on their covid-19 absurd overreaching
mandates to depress Americans and stop the remarkable comeback of Trump’s
unprecedented booming economy.
Shopping in Virginia, one of Mary’s favorite stores was extremely empty of merchandise.
“Are you going out of business?”, she asked a clerk. The clerk said, “No.” He explained
that upon reopening, customers purchased everything. The store had not restocked its
shelves yet. His explanation was in keeping with the 2.5 million new jobs and amazingly
swift comeback of our economy.
Maryland mandates that shoppers wear masks. However, stores and shoppers have
begun relaxing the absurd decree. With a 98% recovery rate, more and more
Americans realize the covid-19 hysteria was created to shutdown our country to destroy
our economy to block Trump’s reelection.
And yet, a middle-aged masked-woman shopper insisted that the store manager order
me and other shoppers to wear masks. Probably fearful that the woman would report his
business, the manager yelled as I passed him. “Sir, you must wear a mask!” Irrational
fear of covid-19 purposely created by fake news media has citizens ratting to “big
brother” on those who disobey draconian mandates.
Continue reading here…

